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APPOINTMENTS BY FR GENERAL
Fr. Boniface Tigga (46/23) new Regional
Superior of the Nepal Region

ASSIGNMENTS BY FR PROVINCIAL
Fr Aneesh Manivelil, Assistant, Cheruvickal
Church, Trivandrum Archdioese
Fr Biju George, Assistant, Karackamala Parish
Church, Mananthavady Diocese

CHRIST HALL,

KOZHIKODE

Address:
Fr K. T. Chandy S.J., Caixa, Postal 44ULONGWE (Angonia),
Tete, Mozambique.
Te/Fax: (258) 252 52 006

FINAL VOWS

Fr Ramlat Mekkulathil, Assistant, St Vincent's
Church, Kalpetta, Mananthavady Diocese

Fr Jose Pulinthanath pronounced his Last
Vows in Christ Hall in a Concelebrated Solemn
Mass on 02 February 2012. Congratulations Fr
Jose.

PROVINCIAL'S PROGRAMME

FOR YOUR INFORMATION

10-12
16-25
26-27
28-29

FEBRUARY 2012
Visitation Satyanilayam, &
Berchmans Illam, Chennai
Visitation - Guntur
JCSA, Jamshedpur
Consult, Christ Hall
Visitation - Christ Hall

The newly constituted Planning Commission
of the Province will have its meeting on 11 March
in Christ Hall at 9.00 am. All the members of the
commission are requested to come for the one
day meeting without fail.
Convenor, Salvin Augustine

01-03
04-05

MARCH 2012
Visitation - Christ Hall
Kanjirapally

05-09

NEW MOBILE NUMBER & EMAIL ID
Fr Mathew Pullattu: 9995917065
Fr K.T Chandy :( 258) 843 847 179
ktchandysj@gmail.com

NEW BOOKS
"Naam Sahatheerthadakar" by Fr Sebastian
Painadath, published by Yatra Publications,
Kochi.
Fr Kurien Kunnumpuram is editing and
publishing the writings of Fr Samuel Rayan. The
first volume on Jesus is already out of the press.
The second volume on Spirituality is in the press
and should be out soon. Copies are available at
St Paul's, Mumbai.
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FROM OUR INSTITUTIONS
CHRIST HALL, CALICUT
As the clock struck midnight at the end of 31
December, we began the New Year with our Lord.
We, as a community, thanked the Lord for the
abundant blessings that he lavished upon the
community during the past year. Fr Peter
Mulluparambil, our new treasurer, took charge on
16 January. In the special community Mass held
on 18 January, we congratulated him and wished
him all success in the new office. We lovingly
remembered Fr Mathew Pullattu for his committed
and generous service as Province Treasurer for
the last eight years. On January 26,
'SAHRUDAYA' club celebrated its 52nd Annual
Day in our campus. In this grand event Fr Joseph
Kallepallil unveiled a portrait of Fr Mathew
Moozhiyil, who was the first President of this club.
The people of the locality still remember him as a
great man with broad mind who made a bridge
between the Christ Hall Jesuits and the local
people around.Fr Jacob Madukakuzhy is
admitted in the MIMS Hospital for a medical
checkup. He has been suffering from a pain on
his right foot and is being treated by the doctors
of the Nirmala hospital.
Roy Alex

ST.JOSEPH'S CALICUT
The New Year brought in accolades to the
school by our students. In the State Youth Festival
our school secured first place in Tabla and Kerala
Nadanam, second place in Mimicry and third
Place in Orchestra and Violin. All the other items
were also awarded with 'A' grade. On 28 January
our school witnessed a great event,
Guruvandanam, the reunion of the Josephites of
'82 Batch. Fr Thomas Anthraper was the guest of
honour. The students appreciated the great
services rendered by the Jesuits. The programme
was graced by the presence of Fr Provincial and
other Jesuits who were part of this institution. The
preparation for the Public exam is in full swing
with revision tests and model examinations. The
sports day and the Republic Day were celebrated
in an impressive manner in the Junior School. The
February issue of Vidyajyothi has an article on
Martyr Devasahayam Pillai by Fr Joseph
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Kottukapally. Fr SM Thadeyoos led a training
programme for the students of JRC (Junior Red
Cross) in Calicut District.
Tomson Antony

SARVODAYA, EACHOME
Many great things happened in Sarvodaya in
the last few months. Our students bagged plenty
of prizes in the sub district and state Kalolsavams.
All the newspapers carried the photographs of
our students when they won overalls in the
competitions. Though we were lagging behind
in sports in the past years this year we won overall
championships in the UP and LP sections. Our
deacon Biju George was ordained on
31 December in his parish church, Chilavu, and
a number of staff members participated in the
ceremony. He was given a fitting reception in the
school. All of us are invited in a number of
parishes for Feast Day Celebrations either to give
homily or to celebrate sung Mass. Our school is
selected to start 'Karshika Club' and the members
of this club get grace marks in the public exam.
As it goes to the press the school will have
celebrated its Annual day which falls on
3 February. Mr Gopalakrishna Bhut IAS, the
district collector of Wayand is the guest of honour
of the day. The Residential Tribal Students
Empowerment Programme and remedial
teaching for the SSLC and plus 2 students are
going on very well. The renovation of our old Jesuit
house is in full swing as it is going to house the
candidates for the next academic year.The
visitation of the Provincial was grace filled
moments for all of us.
Salvin Augustine

AKJM KANJIRAPALLY
There are times in history where we stand still
and look back. Month of January was one to be
still for A.K.J.M. family. The conclusion of Golden
Jubilee Year brought back to the campus old and
young staff members and students who were once
the life of the campus. His Excellency Mar Mathew
Arackal was the chief guest of the ceremony and
Fr Sunny Kunnappallil blessed the foundation
stone for the new building. All spoke highly about
the shining presence of A.K.J.M. School in
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Kanjirapally over the last 50 years. Our Annual
Day Celebrations were on 25 and 26 January.
"Ganamela & Comedy Show" by Biju Narayanan
and team was the highlight of the programme.
Fr Babu Paul, along with the staff, made a visit to
the tomb of Bishop Kavukattu in connection with
the Jubilee Celebration. "Golden Moments of
50 Years", a collection of photos and videos, was
made available to the public through a photo
exhibition and video presentation by Fr Wilson
Puthussery. All these photos are uploaded in face
book. Golden Jubilee Gathering brought all the
former Managers, Principals, Teachers and
Students for a get together and celebration.
Ginish

LOYOLA, TRIVANDRUM
It was celebration time at Loyola this January.
We thank God for giving us a dynamic and
promising young priest Fr Aneesh which called
for much rejoicing in the community. We organized
a gathering of all the Jesuits in Trivandrum to
celebrate companionship and to felicitate all the
three young priests of our Province. The new
priests Frs Ramlat and Aneesh celebrated Mass
at the gathering and Fr Biju George had to rush
back to his community. 28 Jesuits from all over
Trivandrum attended the gathering. Fr Dominic
treated the guests with his God-given cooking
skills and care. We welcomed the Juniors of SICJ
here at Loyola on the 19th. We had mutual
introduction followed by a sumptuous dinner.
School Day was celebrated on 7 January, at which
Mr G Karthikeyan, the speaker of Legislative
Assembly, was the chief guest. The school is all
set for final exams in the coming days. The
College welcomed its new priest Fr Aneesh after
he celebrated Holy Mass at the College chapel
for the staff and students. Around 100 Alumni of
the College attended its Alumni day on 26 January.
Reminiscence of wonderful times and
expectation of fruitful years ahead reigned in the
gathering. Fr Sabu presented a paper, "A
comparative study of Kudumbasree and Self
Help Groups" at Vishwabharathi University,
Shantiniketan, Kolkata. Our students are writing
semester exams these days. 97 participants
attended two 3-day Counseling Training
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Programmes conducted at LES; one for the
religious and the other for the teachers. ASHA
Workers of the Department of Health, Govt. of
Kerala, were given 7 days of training at LES.
Fr Joye James gave four workshops for priests
of Trivandrum Archdiocese with Fr Henry
Pattarumadathil at the Diocesan Animation
Centre, Kovalam, in connection with the Platinum
Jubilee of the Diocese.
Sajit Olickal

SNEHARAM, ANJENGO
The Centre reopened on 2 January after the
X'mas vacation. As the third term has begun, our
night study programme is in its full swing now.
Around 35 to 40 students are actively
participating in this study programme. The 9th
standard students, under the leadership of Ms
Jyothi, one of our teachers, and Sch. Jiji had
come up with a spacious vegetable garden where
the main cultivation is green and red coloured
spinach. Seeing the cooperation and hard work
of our students in the farm, Fr Anto has promised
to provide our garden with a new electric motor
and now he is busy with completing its legal
formalities with the electricity board. Fr Anto and
Sch. Jiji participated in the gathering of the
Jesuits of Trivandrum zone at Loyola,
Sreekariyam on 16 January which was organized
to felicitate the new priests of our province. The
birthday of Sch. Jiji and the farewell to
Fr Santhappan, the outgoing parish priest of
Mampally parish, were celebrated together on
16 January and a grand dinner was arranged in
their honor. We commemorated the 4th death
anniversary of Fr Antony Manipadam,, the
Founder Director of our centre, on 20 January.
Fr Anto said a sung Mass on that day in which all
our teachers and students participated. Fr E.P
Mathew, the province delegate for the Procurators
Congregation, visited us on 25 January.
Jijimon

VIDYANIKETAN- TRIVANDRUM
We have begun the third term with a number
of events and activities. The Community Day
Celebrations from December 26 to 28 were filled
with a lot of fun and games. The year was
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welcomed with a Triduum, guided by Fr Jacob
Madukakuzhy. On 5 January all the juniors
renewed their vows. We extend our heartfelt
gratitude to Fr Jacob Madukakuzhy for his
inspiring and edifying presence. Followed by the
Triduum we had the grand celebration of Fr Joe
Pulickal's 70th birthday. We had a two-day course
on journalism by Fr Vincent Pereppadan. This
course introduced us to journalism and as part of
this course we visited the Malayala Manorama
press in Trivandrum. We celebrated Pongal, the
Tamil New Year, on 15 January. Fr Leo (AND),
celebrated the Solemn High Mass in Tamil.
We were happy to have Fr Aneesh, our newly
ordained priest, with us on 20 January. It was really
inspiring to listen to his experiences and sharing.
On 21January St. Xavier's college campus
witnessed the mega event 'Balamela'. More than
250 children from five neighboring parishes
participated in this event to make it a success.
Fr Joe Pulickal inaugurated the 'mela'. In the
afternoon there was a cultural show and
Sch. Jijimon was the chief guest. The juniors at
present are busy preparing for the Academy Day
which falls on 11 February.
Lijo Antony

ASHA KIRAN
We resumed our classes after three days of
Kerala trip during Christmas holidays with five
scholastics of other provinces. They all
appreciated and expressed their sincere
gratitude to all the Jesuits they met in Kerala.
Mangalore witnessed one of the most colorful
events in the first month of the year, the 17th
National Youth Festival. Soon after this, all were
glued to their desks as the first internal exam
approached. We are now looking forward to
various fests of the college which will be held on
the first week of February. And we end this month
with the grand celebration of the final profession
of Fr Melwyn D Cunha, the Superior of Asha Kiran
community.
Adhul Thomas

X.T.C. BELGAUM - Novitiate
We are in the winter season and after the great
celebrations of Christmas we entered into the
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New Year with hope. We had a special midnight
Mass in our chapel and a good New Year
Celebration here. Some of the second years went
to help in the different Parishes for the New Year
liturgy. After enjoying the Christmas season we
all entered into the ordinary routine life of the
novitiate. The first thing we had was 'The Work
Experiment' for the second years for five days.
The first day was in the poultry farm to collect
chicken waste and we collected almost two
truckloads. Fr Benito, our Minister, was the
coordinator of the work. And we were inspired
and touched by his way of handling the work. And
we also had the support of our Fr Master and Fr
Socius and the first years. The rest of the days
we did the whole process of sugarcane planting.
Within four full days we were able to finish the
work. All the staff appreciated the second years
for doing such a hard work. During this time we
had an unexpected visit of Fr Jose Jacob who
was our pre-novitiate director. His presence gave
us much joy and encouragement. After having
done our experiment, we had a special session
about stars by Fr Kiess, "we all now learn to
observe the stars" and now we get into the normal
time table. Fr Master has begun the 'letter
on obedience' by Ignatius. And Fr Socius has
begun the 'prophetic literature'.
On 26 January we had the Republic Day
celebration. The chief guest was one of our farm
workers, who suffered from dengue fever for
whom, some of our novices gave their blood. And
we are looking for the summer season because
now it is very cold here.
Jenophine Joseph

VIDYAJYOTI, DELHI
Along with the freezing weather our moods
were down as well, due to the unexpected demise
of Fr George Keerankeri. So the academic year
resumed on a low key. Now slowly our life has
picked up its pace. On 9 January, the whole
college came together to appreciate Fr George's
committed life in forming Church's future ministers
all these years. The Eucharistic celebration was
presided over by Fr Edward Mudavassery. In this
Mass we also remembered two other old
professors who travelled for their eternal reward
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recently. They were, Fr Paul Gouriviere (MAD) and
Fr George Kureethara of the Archdiocese of
Delhi. Five of our companions shared their fond
memories of Fr Keeran. Sch. Linto spoke on
behalf of the Kerala Province. There was a
Seminar for the youth from different parishes to
which our college caters. Sch Sanil had a session
on "Youth, Values and a Changing World" which
was much appreciated. Schs Prince, Augustine
and Binu were part of the organizing committee
of this seminar. Sch. Dominic is busy brushing
up his culinary skills, now that he is the most
sought after member (treasurer) of the kitchen
committee.
Raju Augustine

a city located in the south of France. It was
unfortunatre that the visit of Fr Rachans to Paris
and our retreat happened together. But our other
Indian scholastics took care of his visit and we
relished very much the Spanish sweets he left to
us. On 3 January, we resumed our sessions in
Centre Sevres. We entered into the last phase of
the first semester. There was a gathering of all
new Jesuit scholastics present in Paris and we
were around 25. That was an opportunity to share
friendship and love. On 26 we went to the Indian
Embassy in Paris to partake in the Republic Day
Celebrations. As of now, we are entering into the
heart of the winter and it is getting cold here.
Vibin

JAIPUR

FROM MANILA

St. Xavier's College Jaipur is having its second
academic year. In the First year we have 280
students in five disciplines: B Com, BBA, BCA
and honors in English and Economics. 90% of
our students passed in the University
Examinations. In the second year we have a total
of 588 students. The Rajasthan University has
introduced Semester System for BBA. Hope it
will be extended to other undergraduate courses
too in the coming years.
Fr K. P. Mathew

Simbang Gabi is a devotional nine day series
of Masses practiced by Roman Catholics and
Aglipayans in the Philippines in anticipation of
X'mas. Simbang gabi, which translates to Night
Mass, is held from December 16 to 24 and is
usually done as early as 4 a.m or 5 a.m in the
morning. On the last day of the Simbang Gabi,
which is X'mas Eve, it is called Misa de Gallo,
which literally translates as "Roosters' Mass." This
cherished Christmas custom eventually became
a distinct feature of Philippine culture and is a
symbol of sharing. The Philippines is an
agricultural country known for its rice, coconut and
sugarcane plantations. Many farmers toil all day
with one break during noon when the heat would
be at its peak. In between the planting and the
harvest there is a lull in the work imposed on
natives. The women also have their share of work,
tending to their vegetable gardens or household
help for local political elite and building projects.
When the Christmas season begins it is
customary to hold novenas in the evenings. The
priests saw that the people, despite fatigue,
wanted to attend Mass. As a compromise, the
Clergy began to celebrate Mass in the early dawn
when it would still be dark. The custom spread
and evolved into a distinctly Philippine tradition
to attend Mass at a rather early hour.
PT Augustine

FROM BERKELEY (U.S.)
After having a few weeks long semester break
in Texas I am back to Berkeley for the next phase
of academics. My stay in Texas was enriching by
way of exercising priestly ministry along with
giving lectures on 'faith and science' for the youth
in different places including McAllen near the
Mexican border. The activities of Spring 2012 at
JSTB began with the Eucharistic celebration
presided over by Rev. Tony Scholander, the Rector
of the Jesuit community.
Binoy Jacob

FROM FRANCE
We welcomed the new year in prayer. As we,
Sooraj and Vibin, started the annual retreat on
25 December, we had the grace to enter into the
New Year in prayer and silence. We did our retreat
in the Jesuit Retreat House at Aix-en-Provence,
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FROM LONDON
The Spectacular New Year celebrations and
fireworks mark the start of a unique year for
London. After three weeks of winter break, we all
are back in full swing at Heythrop College. At the
beginning of this month, as a formation weekend,
we had three days Social Analysis workshop at
West Wickham. Frs Tony Carroll (Heythrop) and
Jim Convey (JRS) of the British Province and Mat
Malone from the U.S. presented papers on
different aspects of observation and participation
in the British culture and the society from the
perspective of the Ignatian insight that God is to
be found in all things. As Heythrop College
embarked on a new term, the College welcomed
the new Principal Michael Holman (Former
Provincial) and Vice Principal Dr.Gwen GriffithDickson. There were two major conferences held
during this month at Heythrop. The first one was
entitled Philosophy, Religion and Ethics followed
by a two-day seminar organised by the Centre
for Eastern Christianity on the Eastern Catholic
Church in Contemporary Europe which explored
the various ecclesial and religious contexts of
Eastern Catholicism in modern history and
contemporary world. This was concluded with the
celebration of Melkite Greek Liturgy in the college
chapel. As part of the week of prayer for Christian
Unity, we attended a special service of Taize'
prayer in the Jesuit Church at Farm Street. In
2014, the Heythrop College will celebrate the
400th anniversary of its foundation in Louvain.
This makes the college one of the oldest centres
of higher education in England..
Santhosh

FROM MOZAMBIQUE
I reached Maputo the capital of Mozambique
on 20 January after about 12 hours delay in Delhi
to take off due to fog and poor visibility. The flight
was by Ethiopian Airlines from Delhi to Maputo
via Addis Ababa in Ethiopia with changeover of
another aircraft of the same airlines. The
interesting thing was the Ethiopian airlines kept
us waiting 12 hours in the aircraft itself. When there
is more than 5-6 hours delay they are supposed
to give the passengers hotel accommodation.
The Ethiopian air was justified in not giving the
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passengers that luxury due to its low cost. Also it
involves a lot of formalities to be followed besides
double checking in and a lot of expenses and
transport inconvenience. I had a through checking
in of my entire luggage up to Maputo. If the flight
was in time I would have got the transit flight and
would have reached one day earlier. In a way I
was lucky to have had a stop at Addis Ababa
where the airlines put me up in a hotel at its own
expense. So I had a chance to see around the
city and get to know how Ethiopia is and what
sort of people they are.
The land is rich with several natural lakes
among the mountainous terrain. There is an
extinct volcano which I saw from above very clearly
as I flew out of Addis Ababa. The people are so
rich culturally but remain poor in spite of the rich
natural resources. Most of them depend on land
and primitive agriculture which do not sustain
them. No one in the power positions, including
political and religious, is interested in improving
and developing agriculture or animal husbandry
or the eco-system of the country. I visited the
National Museum, the Addis Ababa University,
few cultural centers and few Malls. This city is like
any other cities in the world.
I consider myself very lucky to have taken
Ethiopian Airlines and I got the window seat also
by luck because I could have a glimpse of the
terrain of Ethiopia, Nigeria, Kenya and
Mozambique. Mozambique is a long stretch of
land on the eastern shore of Africa. Nigeria and
Kenya are barren looking while Mozambique is
green like Kerala. Mozambique is about four times
longer than Kerala. The people are so rich
culturally but remain poor in spite of the rich natural
resources. Today I went to the parish church for
Sunday Mass and I saw people in their original
culture and nature. By the way the human being
originated in the region consisting of Zambia,
Malavi, Mozambique, Kenya etc. Anyone with
some basic knowledge of genetics can see
through the bold and distinct original genetic
expressions in the people gathered here for a
Sunday Mass. They have preserved the original
human genetic wealth in themselves for which the
civilized world can never be grateful enough
however much they try. The modern political and
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religious culture which is being promoted may not
or will not understand the rich heritage these
people hold in themselves.
Two things struck me during the mass: 1. The
conductor of the choir was superb; music is in
the blood of the indigenous people. 2. At the
communion distribution one of the priests, all
blacks only, was saying ""Body of Christ" with a
very fitting expression which I have never seen
anywhere and he repeated the same expression
to everyone who received communion from himnot at all an easy task. The way the expression
come and goes on the faces of people here is
very genuine.
Physically they are rich specimens of original
human genetic reserves of wealth; but their mind
is not trained into inventive ways suited to the
modern scientific thinking where efficiency in
conquering space and time to create capital human and material. They have so much of natural
resources but do not know how to capitalize them
while others who know it will capture their wealthy
resources. Can our mission or evangelization
work at that level? Everything is fine with me or
rather I make myself fine wherever I go.
K. T. Chandy

KANDY, SRI LANKA
Greetings from Kandy! The Tertianship here
is in its last phase - we would all be back to our
respective Provinces in the first week of March.
Thanks for all your prayers and good wishes, the
stay here has been fruitful and enriching!
In the second phase of our experiments, I gave
an 8-day retreat to a group of senior A.C. sisters
at Gampaha, where they also have a sprawling
campus for 4000+ girls. It was also an occasion
to watch their college Christmas celebration
which was on a scale as large as a School Day
celebration! For a pleasant surprise, the Santa
Claus arrived in a Helicopter!! The second phase
of my experiment was at a Home for the Elders
managed by the SCJMs. It was once again
extremely meaningful in many ways!
We had occasions to travel to Matara, where
the statue of Mother Mary was thrice returned from
the sea miraculously - the last occasion being the
2004 Tsunami that devastated this town at the
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southern tip of Sri Lanka. We visited Galle and
its Dutch fort. More recently I met Fr Kuriakose,
the only malayalee Jesuit in this Province - though
91 and confined to his room with an amputated
limb, he is much sought after in Colombo for
counseling and guidance. I barely managed to
meet him even with an appointment! I could also
meet Fr Rex Ockhersz, now in Batticaloa, who is
much revered for the help rendered in the renewal
of the constitutions of several Religious
Congregations in India and elsewhere.
The other day we visited the National Basilica
at Ragama, near Colombo - an enormous
building (structurally even bigger than some of our
biggest churches in India!) in a sprawling
campus, well planned and executed. Another
unique spectacle was that of the recently
conceived and almost complete, 'floating retreat
centre' built on a watery patch of land close to
Negombo. There is even a floating boat,
converted into a chapel for perpetual adoration.
The main chapel is designed imaginatively and
is innovatively laid out. So is the Gethsemane
Garden and the general purpose auditorium.
Marvelous work indeed! And praise God for the
beautiful experience!!
Devassy Paul

FROM TAIWAN
On January 14, voting for the new President
began at 8.00 a.m. and concluded at 4.00 p.m.
The results were declared at 10.00 p.m. The total
eligible voters were 18,086,455 out of a total
population of 23,071,900. The voter turnout rate
was 74.38%. The Lunar Year of the Rabbit ended
on Jan. 22 and the new Lunar Year of the Dragon
began on the 23rd. As a Dragon baby, I am
considered by Chinese to be a very lucky person.
I tell the people concerned that whatever happens
is not because of good luck or bad luck, but
because of God's Love & Blessing. Since having
a Dragon Baby is what Chinese mothers long for,
this is the peak year for Chinese babies! The
Media, quoting famous Gynaecologist Dr WU,
have publicised May 15 as the deadline for
conceiving, because the Lunar New Year of the
Snake begins on February 10, 2013! Just before
the Lunar New Year Holiday (a. k. a. Spring Festival
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Holiday), learning from past experience, the
Department of Health published the following "3
Don'ts" in the newspapers: "Don't tire yourself
out from holiday cleaning or celebratory sprees;
don't binge; don't do anything that would provoke
dramatic mood swings." A press release of the
Ministry of Education stated that the number of
foreign students has almost doubled since 2007.
Most of them are from Southeast Asia, pursuing
Degrees in Banking, Business & Finance, while
90% of the Indian students pursue Doctorates in
Chemistry or Chemical Engineering. In our
Theologate and Parishes we have had traditional
end-of-the-Lunar-year banquets with our students,
colleagues and workers. I was also invited to a
Lunar New Year's Eve lunch by Catholic Chinese
Filipinos and to their dinner by a Catholic Chinese
family.
John FJ Manipadam

GONE FOR THEIR REWARD
Br Thomas Daniel (PUN) 81/45 at Shrirampur
on 2 Jan 20112
Fr Augustine Chinnappan (MDU) 94/72 at
Beschi Illam, Dindigul
Fr Anuranjan Kerketta (MAP) 56/36 on 05 Jan
2012 at Ambikapur
Br Raphael Tiku (RAN) 81/55 on 11 Jan 2011
Fr Lawrence Abello (DAR) 80/56 on 22 Jan
2012 at St Xavier's, Kolkata
Br Oscar Rodericks (JAM) 80/55 on 08 Dec
2011 Jamshedpur
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Fr Francis Matthijs (RAN) 87/68 on 19 Jan
2012 in Manresa House, Ranchi

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
FEBRUARY
10
Shelton Robert
Thomas Kuravanveliyel
13
James Thottakath
14
Vincent Pereppadan
18
Lijo Antony Pathickal
25
Gijo John Kochuparambil
27
Deepak George Edattu
John Thottupattu
MARCH
02
Thomas Madathiparambil
05
Henry Pattarumadathil
09
Roy Mathew Thottathil

IN CHRIST WITH GLORY
FEBRUARY
05
(1987) Joseph Edamaram
07
(2006) Jose Murickan
09
(1958) Aloysius Spinelli
11
(2011) Cherian Curiyicad
20
(2002) Antony Vachaparambil
22
(1982) Philip Veliath
28
(2008) Antony Manjil
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